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Objectives

COORDINATE GEOMETRY

Teacher's Guide.

1. The student,should know and be able to use

the Pytbagorean Theorem and its converse;

distance, midpoint and slope formulas".

2. The student will'be:able to show line seg.-

ments co gruent, parallel, or perpendicular

when coo inates are known.

3. The ;tudent will be Q,ble to select coordin.L

ates and-prove theorems for triangles and

quadrilateralst

Overview

'This module begins with, a-demOnstration but...

riot 'a 'proof of the PythAgprean Theorem. The

proOf can be added to or us o rep1'ace the

demqnstration if the elas jlaFi..the baekground.

An 'extensive review,of rad-eals Is included

and Is usually needed. Exercise A or B-could

be used as a pretest to determl.ne whether part,

all,,or none of the revieW should be used.

4

a

This module inclOess

I. Pythagoreap TheorTm (with review of

radicals)

Basic Coordinate Geometry

1. Distance aAd Midpoint

2. Slope

3. Slope of parallels and perpendicu-

lars

4. 'Equation of a line

Selecting Coordinates

Coordinate Proofs

Linear Inequali es, Non-pegative Cbh-

straints, Linear P ogramming'

(Ilection V is optional.)

Materials

Graph paper

Straightedge -.

Compass

Scissors

ee

g.

NA,

4. -
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Pythagorean Theorem/k Re/iew Radica4s-

Teaching Sumestions
4

1. -Have students work in small groups on this

construction and demonstration of the Pythag-

orean Theorem. You might want to use colored

paper for either the triangles or the square.

2. Square is defined later in the module. For

this demonstration, however, the student's

own definition of a square is sufficient.

We have included here a review of radicals

if you feel it is needed

4. The exercises introduce calculating the

length of a line segment as preparation for

developing the distance formula later.

Materials
I.

Compass

Straightedge

Scissors

. to"

CT-2

EmunITIIIIIHIra (Simplifying Radicals)

1. 6 ., . 16. \; 3

2. 2 \I-3 17. \Ii3

3.,-. 8. \12- . 1B. 6 \12- ,

4. '35c \ft 19. \F.

5. N2 or
1 A- f_
3 3

20. -a 1-5: or'2. j-3'.

.6. 1 CFO
or

\ITO
21.

' i'li or 17N2- 22. \I-2-

23. 15\IZ-

24. 126

1 r--
25. -1; 110y or

[10v

4

26. 18 4-5-

12. 2 v1.5. Z11or
3. 3

27, 6 4-2

. 1
13. l 2 \\I-6- - 3

2R,

or
.

29.2 2 4 t

8.
1 13.75.
T6- il5 or

9. .4 1-5

lo. (9) .x

11. 2 10

.15. L .12 30,

4



Exercise Answers' & Dividing Radicals)

.;

947
2

3 453
2

v

7 4

5 .

448

9: 336

10. 14

Exercise Answers (Adding Radicals

1. 13. ,r+ 34. 6.

2. 1.5 IT+ 5 NET).'' 7.
3. -13 3\17-. 3. - 1

. 4. 100 9.

5. 12-if 10. 28

F.xerciAe Answers . Revievi-of Radita1s)

6. Ng-

7. ,C7.4) or

3. 11- 8. 31

3 9, 40457

5. 10.
\IIR)

1, 4.47-
2. For 6 I-5-

5 5

SP

Cr11-,3

Exerci Answ rs (13, Review of,Radicals)

1.

2, 4r, or 1413 .

3., 24-3-4. ,FT

4, 3

5. \cc

Exercise Answers

. '2. Tr
3. '5 Nic

4. Aier-

5. \F.
6. (

7.

8.

9. 30a.
10. 247

Review of ladicals)

12. 247
13. 5475- - 5

14. 547.

15. =6' NUT or

16. 4 45 + 5 \n-

17. 4170 or

1E7+ E.C)
14 2

18. 12 \D- - 72

19. -

20. 3+ 2 r-5 N6. or

43- +14E:

lk.



PYthagorean Theorem

Exercise Answers

1. 10 12. 5

2. 4,17- 13. 15

3. 15 14 5

4. 2 15. 5

5. NET 16. 5 )1-2-

6. \fiT 17. 2 NE.0-

7. 3) 3 18. a) Yes

11.

bY Yes

c) No

d.) Yes

e) ,No

cT-4

Cogrdinate Geometry

Teaching Suggestions.

.1. This unit consists-of four parts that es-.

tablish the skills.nee ed in coordinate

geometry: 'Finding Distance and Midpoint;

Finding Slope: Comparing Slope of Parallels

and Perpendiculars:.and Wrlting Equations

of tines.. The activity in each part de-7

velops the main idea but will require

teacher involvement for many students,

either totreinforce the idea when the

activity is completed, or to introduce the

idea before students begin the activity.

2. Answers .(Distance and Midpoint)

1. a) 3

b) (3, 2)
c) -6

co (8, -On

2. A (4, 3)
B

o
Nc_

c?, -2)

3

3

7

3

8

5

4. Yes P

5, Hypotenu

AP1

-
Y2 yl

4, 6

18

3 \J-2N

6 . A58
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Showing the productof slopes oti,

'diculars is -1 depends on sird1arity an

so is not shown here.

Materials

x + x Graph leper
2 1

2

-2

x
1
+ x

2, Y1 4. Y2)
2 2

9. -5

2y
2

13

(-5, 13)

3. There are several impprtant:ideas in the

exercised on slope. Discuss ihese with

4* class.;

9

CT-5

Exercise AnSwers (Distance and Midpoint)
-

1. RS A 5

ST= 5

TR = 42.

2. ,PY = \1130

Tr.= 1-g-

TP A1-64

(T)2 + -(T10)

of* .= 13

. up

4. a) 5 \liT

b) 5 \IT t.

. ,

5. AB = 2 \12

BC = 6.4.1

CA = 8 1Ii

MAB t BO ' 'AC

,t.

02,(py)2

*IJ CI 0%1_
..._



r-

6, AB Os2 +

AQ \1132 r2

142 + 4r2

7. AB = 2.4 2

BC = 3 \FP
CA = \IT

ait.B BC = CA

8. d

9. .a) 13 ,

b) 5

10: AB =

BC = 420

CA = \134

(AB)2 + (BC)2

,.

'

12. (4, 211)

13. '5. 5

\14 (s2+ r2

\IS2 r2

\Is2 r2

I.

'

0

a

14. ,Mic1.4o1nt QA (4, 2)

Midpoint ltD. (4,_ 2 .)°

15. AC = 4-673. )3D. T-67

Midpoint A-6 --M(3, 5) Midpoint 3-5 = X(3,

CM = \117 DM = \FT CD

(CM)
2
+ (DM)

2
= (CD)2

Exeztise Answers (Slope)

a)

c)

a)

2

.5

3

2

3

-1

-1

CT-.6

2. +,

3. 'All slopes =

Equal .

Serents.

Segments,

a) 3

2
b)

5

-2

r

1 4



7.

b)
4
Ti ?

a) (6, 8). Other answers possible

slope undefined

slope undefined

b) 3). Othe

8. a) 2
4

b) -4

answers possible

Exercise Answers (Slope of Parallels and
Perpendiculars)

I. 0

2. 4

3. 0

4. .4

5. Ai II ba or -A-5

6. a 1/ W., or /1lzw

7. TY 172

NM P-1.4

Exercise Answers Equation of a Line)

y = x - 3

j; y = 3x + 4 .

cT-7 ",70I

0



YYis 2x

1.

1

2y -3- x - 3

4'

e-

8. 4y ,+ 3x + 22 =

y + 2x + 8 JO

0

10. 3y + = 0

11. 3y - 5x - 15 0 I

12. y k + 5 . 0

13. y

14. y 2x . 0

15. 3y + /4x - 68 ..0

16. y 6x . 0

Y x 1 . 0,

CT.8,

Sblecttng-Coordinates

Teaching Suggestiris

Work through the two examples with the class.

Point out distance formula used to.show line

segments congruent, and'slope.used to show.

iines parallel.

2. The eight figures can be shown by overhead

transparency for; the whole class or by in- 8

dividual copies.

3. Instruct students to support each answer to

a "check list" question, using Astance form-

ula, slope formula,etc.

4. Answers to the activity%

VIP

1. Equilateral 5. Parallelogram

2.. Rectangle 6. Parallelogram

3, SclIbne 7. 'Right

4. QuadrUatera 8. Square

5. You may want to use E,kerclies 1-6,as class

discussion. Exercises 7-15 can be assigned

to individugls or small groups. Answers for

tile exercises will vary.

CoorOmate Proof&

Teach1ng'SugKestiq4

.1. The activAyacin bp done individually or in

qmall groups.'

0

18

9 '13 U cf
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2. Answer to Exercise 1

4

,. . L.,
...--

--I- 6 ,- t-- ""-

1.- 1.-

1

1,--- 1.----

.

4'.

4'.

1 '

l---' 1-----

...,--

.1 1.---'
...-

G

.
10. 1,--.-.

.

A

. 4 9 V

,

4 4

II

CT.9

3. AnsWer to txercise 2

1....--

i

41

s

. V
4 .,,,-

)

*

,

h

.

G--- C.-----

1

..

. .

...-

;......!

20



Linear Inequalities .

Non-negative CoRstraints
Linear Programming

These three sections wind up the coordinate

geometty with three exercise sets which may help

answer the' o ci, most often asked questiOnl "How
'.am I ever g)net() use this stuff?"

1 .

'Linear programMing has many applications as

aptly pOinted out by the exercise references. 6

You might want to make up a set of transparen-

cies to illustrate a step-by-step procedure-for

a couple of examples..

draph paper is a must.

Insist that studentf use straight edges for draw-

ing lines, and label their illustrations clearly. ,

v

0

4

' 73 U rf r),;1,



EXercise Answers

JP

=11
Yft
NORY.
mom

ftwimrow=1
11%

wm1=1..

LINEAR INEQUALITIES.

3x + 3y 6 5
x+yto

4

1



A

CT-1

9.



ExerciseAnswers
NONNEGATIVE CONSTRAINTS

1. x ."

y

'4

x

0

0

3

4

x 0

y 0

2x' + y 6,.
x + 4y f4 8

46,
4?

x 0

y. e o
7x +`14y "64 28

x 47-2y

#47": #...44-41.14 # I I #1

y 4 0

2x + .33r 6: 12
x 2y 4 21



7. x 04,

y 0

4X y''S, 12. .

+ 4y t 8

I d

x + Y 500

3x + 8y S 2400

.

CP-1.4

8. x 0

y

+ y '12

x + 4y s 8

\ 25
v.

,C! ' 75 U 0T
L.
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'Sim lifying Radicals
.se

REVIEW RADICALS

lipver leave a perfect Stuart factor uhder a radical.

example: 4.-571 . 25. 2 42-5- 42- = 5
-^

II. Never leave a fraction under a radical.

&ample : 4g
\I 1 ii. 2

III. Never leave a radical in a denominator:

..example: = 1-f 47-

Exercises

Simplify:

5.

11. \I 40 =

1 4

10

\F2--

,t-S.-
OP

\II ,
22.

15

. 23. 5 418 .4

18.

19.

.l0. .\I8lxu.i 20.

3 7

\I 7
P.

2

\15

Goa

24.

4 25. . y

. 26. 9 \I 20

27. \F-72

29. 7 \I .14 ,

1
30.

qi\-

0

-r ii
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MatiplykLand 1JjUcals
Rules. \I a \r-b- \raj. ., Examples \I 2\ \j3 -
Rules \I a a Examples \fli. .\13

« .

--xercises

3 \j---7

e9 \i; .3'\13).-. 6

\5- 3 \I-6-

Adding Radicals

Rules

a

8.

ri
\r,7)2

(11 -\,5)2

10. ( \114)2

-
(If radicals are not equal, addition is not defined.).

Examples 31 2 - 5 7 + 1\ 2 4 \12. - 5 4-7-

3.

? + 5 \T5- + \13-.

12 +

- 4 lii 9

1.9 \I-25 + .\125

--
12 \i3 - 11 42 is

at

5 \11-5 - 8 j13 -

7. 0.3 +

8. 2 116

9. 213-+:5 -9 \-3-*

10. -

1.

t.



A. Review. of Itaclicaln

\F-32 + 127 48 6. 6

10 6 IT.2,

1.

a\R., 2 \171-4.

413

R. \13 \131

9. 4 \17 5 \F. -

10. 2

ono

7

13. Review of Radicals

6. 5

7.

8. \I.,28 \128

9. 2 fi . 5 fg

0

,



2.

9.

Review of Radicals

11. '113 26

A 12. \127

2513. 120 + 145 -

14. 2 \I-50- - 3 \18 +

3

16. \j8c) + \175

17. \\T+

/

.15 +. 25

. 18. 4 I27 - 8 \JR

19. 5 175 8 \127

.;%

3 0

c-4 0.4) 7..) f ".
s''



PY1PHAG9REAN THEOREM

Activity I.

Review
.%

A right triangle is a triangle with one right angle. The sides that form

the right angle are called legs. The side opposite the right angle is the

'hypotenuse.

4Pot,

Leg
/1. '61

Leg

Construct any right triangle. Let a and b be the lengths of the lege and

c be the length of the hypotenuse. Construct three more triangles congruent

.to the first. .Construct a square with side a + b. Cut out the four triangles:

I. Arrange the triangles in this pattern on the square.

1. What is the measure of LWXY? Why?

2. How do you know WXYZ is a square?

3. What is the area of WXYZ?
*

(Record-your answer in the box provided,)

There are many different norp-overlapping patterns in which you could place

your four triangles ap.d cover part of the square region, yet in eacti. case

shouldn't the areas of. the uncovered regions be equal?

II. Now try this pattern:

1..

2.
F

3.

.4.

5.

6.

V.

What is the measure of L DGF?- Why?

'Is DEVG a square?

What is the measure of/.. HGJ? Why?

Is GHIJ a'square?

Find.area of DEFG. (R4cord answer. beloW.)

Find area of GHIJ. (Record answer below.)

r,

I

Record ahswers
here

-Area WXYZ Area DEFG + Area GHIJ Why'?

]

"7: LI
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.

.

This demonstration was to show you.that for any right triangle with legs
,,

length a and b and Aypotenuse length a + b2 . c . This is known as the

Pythagorean Thedrem. There.are many ays to prove this-famous theorem: alge
braically, one'aaributed to Pythagora even one done by President Garfield.

Write the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem:

4

Exercises

Example: .Given a right triangle with legs measuring 3 cm and.4 cm, find the

length of the hypotenuse.

2 2
By Pythagorean Theorem a + b

In our triangle

TN hypotenuse is

2 2
3 + 4 =

9 + 16 = c2

25 = c
2

5 = c

r' the'following table, a and b are lengths of the legs and c is the

length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle. Complete the.table. Simplify
all radicals.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8,

a

6 8

4.
_

4

8 '17

r
)

1 \/7
3 '

21,* q Y 6

..,

6

Tn thn nquarn shown, Wi in a"dtagonal. Find the .

length of the diagonal if the nquarehas sides

of.length 10,

32

411111111MIIIIMP



1

10. Find the length of the diagonal of a square if the square has sides 6.

11. Find the length of the sides of a square if,.the diagonal has lengbh 21/5.

12, Find the'length of the sides of a square if the diagonfl has length 5.0-.

13. Find the length of the diagonal of a rectangle of dimensions 9°cm x 12 cm.

EXample: Recall from'algebra that

coordinate axes by an.ordered pair

xscoordinate 0 and ycoordinate 3.

A

A (0,1)
41.

0

y-axis

> x-axis

you can locate a point with respect to.

of real numbers. For example: (0, 3) 'has

This is, point A shown below.,

(You will have a complete review

of working with coordinate axes

later.)

Point B. with coordinate (4, Q) is also,Shown. Draw AB, and you have a

;tiiangle AOB. What is the length of leg OA? of leg OB?

14. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the length of hypotenuse AB.

15.

16.

17. Find the distance from

Find the distance from point E (0, 4) to po4.nt (3, 0).

Find the distance from point C (0, 5) to point D (5, 0).

18. Givemare the measures

Pythagoliean Theorem to

a right triangle.

(a) 5, 13, 12

(b) 3, 3, 3

G (0, 6) to (2,, 0).

4

right
A

of three lire segments. Uee the converse of the

determine whether or not the segments could form

(c) 4, 5, 6

(d) 7, 14, 7 0

C.7

(e) 2, 4, 2 VT

6.75ti i r
-.



a§:2ZZ-A.N1ETRPSEE
. Activity 11

..

Let and )(2 be perpendicular lines in a plane. The point of inter-

section we shall call the origin. XI and 412 in the figure below will be the

x-axis and'y7axis respectively. The x-coordinate of a point P is the coordi-

mate on (x-axis))tiof the foot of the _L from P to the x-axis, The y-coordi-

nate of a point P is the coordinate on 2
2

(y-axis) of the foot of thed, from

P to the y-axis. The coordinates of P in the figure are the set of ordered

pair of numbers (x,,y) or (3, 1). Note that the x-coordinate is always written

first. The coordinates of Q are (-2, 3).

4
22 y-axis

4

- 3 -2, -1

2

1

I 4

1 2 3 4 5

-2

-3

4

c-8 34

P
4

x-axis

'!

AP 75 U of D:a

A

,4110

:



1. a) The x...coordinate of P is

0 The coordinates.of P
1

are

c) The y7coordinate of P is'

d) The coordinates of P' are
4

2.

-8

e.

Find the coordinates

Q(7,3) of A, B and C.

x-4xis
10

A

3. Use the figure in EXercise 2 to find the distance from A to Ql.

'Q2

'Q'

111011111.1.1.111

0.1.11011111MwMe

If you identify P1(4,"6) as P (x

AQ1 .1x2 land AP1 ody2 ?
1

C-9

and Q 3) as P (x2, y2) is

41=

U cdi



Find the distance between P1 and Q Since\P1Q1 is thi

right triangle, (AQ1)2
.= )2.

(x2. x1)
2

(

7 )?.+ (3 -

) = (P

32

P
1
Q

(P1Q1)2

P Q
1 1 --

Find the distance between P
2
and Q between P 'and P

2'
between Q

1
and Q2' . 2'.

9f a

J."

The coordinates of P are
-------1

The coordinates of P
2

are

The coordinates of P are

Let M.be the midpoint of M142. (M1M MM2)

f.



Then M
1
M

MM
2

- x or x =

The x-coordinate of P is

In the same way, the y-coordinate of P is

midpoint of 1'1P2 (Point P) has coordinates (

.Therefore, the

8. a) Pi has coordinates of (1, -1), P2 has coordinates (-5, -4). The

x-coordinate of the midpoint is
. The y-coordinate of the midpoint

is

b) P1(x11-y) and P2(x2, y2) are the endpoints of segme& p1P2. P is the

midpoint of P1P2. P has coordinates of (

The midpoint of a segment is (71, 4). One endpoint of the segment is

(3, 75)- The coordinates of the other endpoint are to be found.

Since ,x
X1 4- X2

-2

Yi 7

. Coordinates of P
1
(x

.

)

-1'. + 3

yl) are (

. acercisea Distance and. Midpoint'

1. Show that a triangle with vertices R(010)1 5(3,4) and T(-1,1).is an

isosceles triangle.

2. USe tife converse of the Pythagorean Theorem.to prove that the triangle

P(-6,2) Y(5,-1), T(4 4) ii a right triangle.

3. The vertices of QUAD.are Q(4 -3), U(7,10) 4-8,2) and'D(-1,5). Find the

lengths of the,diagonals.

044

75



Find.the distance between thes6 two points:

a) .0,11), (15,35)

b) (-6,3)4 (4,-2)
OP

5. A(-1,6) B(1,4), C(7,-2). Show that.A,B and C are collinear.

6. For A(r,$), B(r.+ 28, s+ 2r) and Q(0,0), show that AB = 2(AQ)

7. . Use the distance formula to show.that A(111+4, B(3,3+b) and 0(6,6+b) are

co1lineer.

Stata.a formula for the distafice between pointS'in space'--.P1(x

132(42,Y2,z2).

Find the distance between these two points:

fr

..a) (4, -1*, -5), (7, 3, 7)

b) (3, 0, 7) (-1, 7)

10. pow that a triangle with'vertices A(2, 41 1

is a right triangle.

U. Find the midpoint-of

a) P(-2, 3) Q(1, 4)

b) P(-5, -2) Q(-5, 6)

c) P(5, 7),,Q(6, -10)

12. The coordinatkof one,endpoint of a

of the midpoint.are(4, 1), find the

13r

B(1, 2, -2 ) and C(5, 0,

Fent are (4', 0), the coordinates

càçrdinates: of the other endpoint.

13. A(-2, 1), B(0, 5) and 0(2, -1). Find the ength of each median.
4 A

14. The vertiCes of.QUAD are Q(0, 0), 'Igs, 0) A( 4) and.D(0, 4).

midpoint formula to show that QA and TIT) bisect ach other.'

15. The vertides of quadrilateral ABCD are A(2, 1), B
1

Show that n and BD

4) ETe congruent

b) are perpendicular

c) bisect each other.

0-12

Use the

'"

4), 0(4, and D(-1, 6).

yl;

V.
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SLOPE

Activity. III

41.6p0H,of a line begMent,P1,1,2 is defined in terme of 'the coordinai6

Of 'the two. points 'Pl and P2. SuP'pose the coordinates of Pi are (kl, yi) and

coOrdinatee of P
2
are (x2 y

2
)'4,

Example o

o. Slope . Y2 Yl.

x2

0

. M.-. (-2)Slope AB
(5) - (2) 3

We found the slope letting P be B and P2 be A. If we let P1 be 'A and P2

be B slope bee omes o

'Slope .4

Finieh calculating slope BA ,and bompare to elope AB. State a conclusion.

b.)

41-1 (2,-2)

ss"
Find slope of GF

C-13

Find lope of IIT'



Find slope of A

Study these four problems. Can ytou telLby looking-at 'a line segment

whether a line segment has positive or negative slope?

(74)

ci

om

A

Find slope of Llvl

2. In each example, tell whether:the line-degment has .4-

( -2 4 )

a) Find slope of Ai,

Find slope of 4E.
c) Find slope of BC .

, d) Find slope of

e) Find slope of (113.

C.

The +elopes of any two segnients of a'given line are

The slOpe a line is the slope of any of
The slope of a ray is \the slope of any of its

A. (3,3)
Find Slope. ot.AB.

.

b).-rtind:slope. of id.
Find slope of di..!

410

It

4

4
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(-M) (L43)

F G
(-41-31,(y,2,-3)

IL a

H

(14-2)(31

a) Slope DE .

b) Slope

. e) Slope HI .

A segMent parallel to the x-axis is Said to be horizontal BE, id and HI

are horizontal.
----,--

d), Horizontal segments alWays have slope

0

a) 'Slope AB

b) Slope CD ..

ksegment parallel to the.y-axis is said to be vertical. All points on

a vertical l,ine have the same x-cdordinate so slope = y2 - Since

-division by zero is undefined for the set of real.numbers,° we cannot

express the slope of it:vertical line with a real,number. We say the

slope of a vgrtical line is undefined:- C.

11; a) (2, 5) is Olidoint on AB which has slope 3/4. Name the coordinates

ok,

b) "1) iS 4 point on ki which has slo

of another point.on

ofanother looint oh A.

4/5. Name the coordinates

Q.

,

tit 11
q"15

5 l) 0;,1. "
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SLOPE OF PARALLELS AND PERPENDICULARS,

Activity IV

State a conclusions

C-16

Find slope of X1r.

Through C draw aline n parallel toll.

Find the sloie of CD.
114'

4+
ThroUgh E draw a line EF with slope 3/2.

Through G -draw aline.GH with slope 3/2.
44.

Is EF // GH?

' ;5 U c

a



State a conclusioni

4+
Through A drati a line AB :with slope 2/5.

Through A draw a line AO such that ItLitt.
.What is ihe slope of g?

(Slopelt) x (slope )2)

C-17

-6

What is the slope of Irr?

What is the slope of ia?

What is the measure of' L xy?

(Slope x (slope 31;)

75. U c r)ML
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Slope of Parallels and Perpendiculars

Ex6rcises

Given: A(-41.3); B(3, 3); C(-51 -1 ); D(2, -1)

1. Slope AB .

2. Slope

3. Slope DC .

4. Slope AC .

5. Name a pair of parallel segmentb.

Given: A set of six line segments with end points

W(01 5); x(4) 0); y(01 -5)vg-41 0)

6. Name a pair-of segMents-that...are parallel.

7.1 Name a pair of segments that are perpendtcular.

s.

Given: A set of line Segments with end pointa 1

M(41'-2); N(71'0; p(6 t 1)

Name a pair of begments. that are perpendicular.

f

11'N

1 4
C-10

p.
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EQUATIONS OF LINES

Activity V

P(x,y)

Suppogr that you are given P1(x1, yl) and a slope

is the linear equation for that set of points?

The slope, m . Y2 Y1

x2 x1

Since P(x, y). is any point on X, 'm Y Y1
x - x

1

-

m of some line. What'

e
I

This result is called the "point-Slope" equation of a line.

Example: A'line passes through the. point (4:, -2) and has a slope of".

is the equation o the line?

Y - (-2) (x 4) .) 2y + 4 - 3x 4. 12

.> 3x 4. 2y - 8 . 0

If two points on a line are given, it is flibtlRecessary to find the elo ?

of the line and use either point as-the given point and use the "point-slope"

.equation. For examplei p1(-2,.1), 2(4, 3),

the slope m
(-2)

'You may use'either P1 or P2 as ."the poiritm

1
y 1 . (x 4. 2)

3Y - 3 a x 2

3y ,0

ft

C-19
45



RI using P2, y 3 (x

4

x 3y 5 . 0

Quite often we woad Ake to know the specific point where,the.line crosses 0

the yaxis. Thici point is called the yintercept. The coordinates of that
111

point are (0, k).

Using the "pointslope" equation

k = m (x 0) or

y mx + k.

This famous resulo s knOwn as the "sldpeintercept" fqrm of a linear equation.

11' .9

Exercises

Write each of the following eguations in "slopeintercept,' form and sketch

the graph of each.

1. 1/2 (y 1) . x 4

2. 2y tit 2x 6,

3(y 4. 5) . x 3

4. x-.4 3y . 12

5.- y 2x . 0

x 2y . 5,

7. 2x..3y 6
/4

C-20
6
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Write a eqmation in point-slope

the given slope.

8, P(2, -7) m

9. P(-3

W

m -

Write an.equation in point-slope

10. A(1 4)

,11. A(d, 5)
1

12. A(2, 13)

13. A(11, 1)

14. tOr

B(4, 3)

B(,3 , 0)

B(4, -1)

B(1, -1)

form for the line that coritains P and has

4N+
form for AB.

te an equation in slope-intertept form of the line that contains P(0,0)

and is parallel to the line that contains 9(24_31_and..1(1,._1) --

15. khas a slope of:3/4 and contains P(81.12). Write an.equation of

suth that .12 is perpendicular to and passes through P,

0. A triangle has vertices AO; B(lf 0,-45 2),
a) Write an equation of a

b) Write an equation'for the .1b4.sector of BC.

G.21



SELECTING COORDINATES

Activity VI

Your teacher will show, eight ,diagrams containing triangles or quad-

rilaterals. Each of these will bg

specific coordinates given for the

all possible ,condi,ions that exist

initions pick an appropriate name.

Example 1 s.

For ABC

AB - a2 + b2

ABC is 429at1is

11

Example .9.1 .

1.

iiliposed on a coordinate system with /\

vertices. From this you are to li7t \\

on the figure and from: your list/of def\

.o

For cluadrilatoraI WXYZ

WX.

XY \1(a+b-a)2 + a")
47 we a

Slope WX 0

Slope Y7, 0 0

Slope W7,

'1 2-1)2
Slope XY I a

a+11.,a

4t

(b, '
Y a b, a

2

HenceDWXYZ is a rhsmbus.
(m) x (Apo)

C-22 18



D9finitiOns

Polygons If P
1
, P

2
.. P

n
is'a set of three or more distinct coplanar

points, the union of Pi P2, P2 P P. is a,polygon iff no two seg-n

ments in4rsect except at their endpointa-and no two intersecting segments

are colinear.

Isosoeles Triangles An isosceles triangle v a triangle with two congruent

sides.

Scalene Triangles A soalene triangle is a triangle with no Congruent sides.

Equilateral Triangle: An equilateral triangle is a triangle with three con-.

'gruent sides.

Right Triangles .A right triangle is a triangle with one right angle.

Quadrilaterals A quadrilateral is a polygon that has four sides.

Parallelograms A parallelogram is a quadrilatifal with opposite sides

parallel.

Rectangles A rectangle is a parallelogram with one right angle.

Rhombus: A.rhombus is a rectangle with'a pair of adjacent sides parallel.,

Squares A square is a rectangle and a rhombus,

Trapez?id: A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with one pair of sides parallel.

Diagonal of a polygons A diagonal of a polygon is a segment whose endpoks
are two non-consecOtive vertices of the polygon.

C.23

-
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0

Figur SO.

Check list: .

Are\there any congruent, eides?

Are there,any right angles?

.00

'76 U







t--

N (0,0)

Check list:

, 0

I`

Are there congruent,sides?

Are there parallel stdes? ,

Are lhere right angles?

DNODI is a

f

Figure 4

C-27
53

0 ' 75



Check 14st;

Are there congruent sides?,
Are there parallel sidel?
Are there rigi:frit angles?

E>BOTH is a

Figure 5

C-28 54
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Are there congruent siden..)
;Are-there iarfaistlik-,sicles?
Are there right ang.les?

E>DIOZ is a



Ce

Check list:

Are there congruent sidesy

Is there a right 'angle?

PUR is a triangle

Figure 7

0-30 56
CO '75 U 01 1i,11.



at

Check list:

Are there congruent sides?

Are there parallel sides?

Are there right angles?

IDSODA is a

Figure 8

411

RIP

,11
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ON.

Ilsorgees

Perkaps.less eaisy to do is giving coordinates to a figure where only its

type is known. For example, what coordinates would correctly describe the

vertices of a figure if it was known only to be a parallelogram? Here is a

propOsed solution and some questions about that solution.

1. Must 0 be placed on the x axis?

2. Could a point such ad.(5,0) be

used for point D?

Would coordinates (a,c) work for

point B instead of (b,c)?

Why was C selected as the y

coordinate of point C?

f't

Could a new constant such as d

be used for the x coordinate of

point C?.

Why was a+b selected as the

coordinate of point ?.

A

B (b,c ) C (a+b,c)

A (0,0 D a,0

Choose coordinates Or the vertices of a figure where all that is known

is that the figure is a trapezoid.

In.exercisea 8 through 15,.establish general coordinates for the vertices of

a figure if it is known only that the'figure is a:

8. scalene triangle

9. isosceles triangle

10. right triangle

U. equilateral triangle

12. quadrilateral

13. rectangle

14. rhombus

15.: square
Cr-32
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4 COOIVOINATE PRp0FS

Activity VII

If onl,ie going to do proofs, they may as well, be.done as easily as
possibl'e iiiereis4amethod of proof'which sometimes makes the actof prdv-
ing a statement true unbearably easy.

Proves The'segment joining the midpoilftl of two sides of a triangle is.
, parallel to and one-half the length of the third side.

LSEAS.is.any triangle. By the

midpoint formula M and N are the

midpoints of AE and AS respec-

tively.

Slope E8 slope MN 0

Therefore, ES Y

MN . a

ES 2a
-I

Therefore, MN 1/2 ES, and the proof is complete. (Q,E.D.)

Notice the selection of the coordinates of A as (2b, 2c) rather than
(b, c) and similarly (2adi0) for S,. This was done in anticipation of working
with Aidpdiniss.

Prove the diagonals Iffa parallelogram bisect each other.

=ALSO is any parallelogram.

The midpoint of diagonal Z,0 is

(b a, c). The midpoint of

diagondl SA is (b + a, c). Therl-

fore CO and 74i bisect each other.

L(2b,20) .

1.

S(2a42b,20)

C-33 ' 73 ci
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t

Complete the following proofs, using coordinates as an aich

1. Prove the opposite sides of a parallelogram are cggruent.

2. .Prove the diagonals of a.reetangle are congruent.

3.* Prove that a rhombds is equilateral.

4. prove the diagonalp of a rhombus are perpendicular bisectors of eaeh

otherr

. Prove the midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant

from-the three vertice; of the trtangle.

6. Prove thq segment whose enctpoints are the midpoints of the diagonals of

a trapezoid is parallel to, the bases and has length eval to average of

the base lengths.

7. Prove the segmentsjoinibg the midpoints of the opposite sides of a
f

quadrilateral bisect each other.

.?

,

A

tr

411,

6 0
C-3 4.
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NEWOLZAIEWINa

ftercise 1

In'the last activity yoU were dealing with necessary conditions on par-

allelograms, rectangles, rhombuses and squares. For example, if a quadri-

lateral is a parallelogram, it isinecessary that its diagorials bisedt each

other.
1

Observe that any condition neceSsary for parallelogrambAs also a

necessary condition, for rectanglemp Tfiombuses and squares. Hence, the

diagonals of a rectangle bisect each others the diagonals of a rhombus'opp

sect each other; and the diagonals of a square bisect each other.
4

The collowing is a table to_be completed by you. Its purpose is to

catalogue the necessary conditions for parallelograms, rectangles, rhombuses

and squares.

,C.35 i
51.1



0 4

Necessary conditions for parallelograms, rectangles. rhombus.and
6 0

mugs. Put a check.in the blockeithat indicate such condition*

If a quadri-

lateral is

then a

it is

necessary'that

vositn sides
are parallel

opposite sides
are congruent

opponite angles
are congruent

thediag&al6 .

bisect.each.other

the diagonals
are congruent

sir
...

4

the, diagonals

are perpendiculaA

the diagonals are.L
bisectors of each
other

the dlagonals
bisect the angles

in equiangular

is equilateral

is equiangular
and equilateral

C-36 '75 U of frall.
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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

The converse of a necessary Condition i a sufficient condition, The

Eponverse of the statement "If a quadrilateeal is-a parallelogram, then it

lis neceseary that its diagonals bisect each other" could be stated am "The

fact that the diagonals of'a quadrilateral bisect each other is-sufficient

guarantee.that the quadri1at6ra1 is a parallelogram.

Observe that any condition st4ficient to guarantee that a figure is a

square or rectangle or rhombusp-is sufficient to'guarantee that*the figure

in a parallelogram. For example., if a. quadrilateral is equiangular and

equilateral, it is certainly a square. But it is also 4 rectangle, a rhombus,

and a parallelogram. The Venn diagram below indicating how the sets of

squares, rectangles, rhombuses and parallelograms.fit together may be hew-

ful in visuali7,Ing this result.



Sufficient conditions for

squares,

Put a chedk in the blocks

parallelograms

that

, rectangles rhgobuses and

sufficient conditions.

.-.

has opposite
sides parallel

has opposite
sides congruent

has opposite
angles.congruent

has diagonals which
isect each other

has congruent
diagonals

has perpqndicular
diagonalA

has'diagonals-which are+
_i_biseotOr of each other

Las diagonals which
bisect the angles

is equiangular

8 equilateral

is equiangular .

and equilateral

C-30 . 64 U of MIL



LINEAR INEWALITTMS

1.Actiyity VIII

A.linear equation has a straight line as its geometrtc representation.

A single inequality 18- represented:by all points.on one side'of.a line. If

we think or a linear equationVis dividing a plane in half, the solution of.
4

an inequality in two dimensions consists of all points in a half-2lane.

Examplei Graph the solution ofs 2X + 36 4.6..

Solying for y in the usual manners,' y < -2/3. x + 2.

This says that the points satisfying the inequality lie on or below'

the line y + 2.

X

4

(0,2)

2x + 3y . 6

Now consider a systeM of two 1.inear in4qualities, such ass

and 2) 3x + 2y 6

The splution of.a,pair of inequalities consints.of.a section of a plane

which we shall call the solution splpe. The sOlution space is the set of

all possible Wolutitons,

The first inequality states that x must lie less than or equal to 3.

Solving for y on the second inequality yieldsi

Y 4 -V% x'4, 34
t

The Solution space for't4s system consists of points which 6.re both'.

to the lei't of x r 3 and below 3x 4. 2y . 6. This may be symbolized an

i(x,y)s x < 311'.1 3x .t 2y < 63, I(cle solutionspape is shownlin Figure 2.

,gala



Fig.

Consider another sysiem involving two inequalities,

1) 2x + y 4 2) x + 3y 6

Solving both inequalities for ya

1) y -2x + 4 . 2) y - -1/3 x + 2

The solution space for this system consists of thosp points which are both

abCve the.1/ine 2x + and above x,+ 3y 6.

tx,y)s 2x + y 4 n x + 3y 6...1h

Figure 3 illustrates the. solution 4ace.

Fig, 3

0-.40
66 U of ma
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Fxerftses

Find the general solutions and graph the solution space, if they exist,
_ .

for each problem.

1 3x + 3y 4 5 e
x + y > 04

2. 2x .+ 3y 6

.2x + y > 4

2x ,y -3,,

2x 3Y 5

x + y

7x + 4y .< 28

x 2y 4. 8

- 3y )' 2

x 5

2x y > 5

x + y 2

3x + y 6

x + 2y ** 4

9. X 7 y 4

2x - 2y

10, y z 2x + 2

11. y < x 1-

y 2x - 2

12. x + y 4

x
+ y 6

2x y 7

13. x + y 4 4

x - y 1

A



NUI:MATIr NTS .

Activity TX

the work to come, We shall deal with quantities, Prices of goods,

and other variables which Ahnnot have negative lialues. In the case of

two variables, x and y,44,1restriction Is expressed by writing

x z 0, y > 0 with the Other inequalities of the problem. This poplies

then that only the points in the first quadrant, including the x.and.y.

aims will 16 considered. For instance, the system:

x .10

y 0

x + 2y 4 8

2x + y 4 6

has as its aolution space the shaded area I,shown in Figure'4.

Consider next the system:.

y 0

x 2y 4. 8

2x.+.y

The solution time for thls system is are:1,n on tl.gure 4.

Another system can be 1114strated with the following problem,

ounces of, .ounces Of
Food type 'Units in mixture nutrient/unit , wt./unit"

0.4 2

049 3,
4

4.



A.mixture is 'to be made af food types X and Y. %If the mixture is

t
,

0 contain not less than 13 ounce f nutrient, and in not to weigh more,

an 50 ounces,-what combination the foods a're permissible?
,

The nutrient constraint is 0 x + My > 13. The weight constraint
4

is 2x +'3y 50. Take these two onstraintS alohg with x > 0 and y > 0.

nte solution space for the systems

is shown below.

'x 0

y >0.1
. 0.4x + 0.9y > 13

iy 4 50

.C-43 89
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Exercises

Construct a graph

1, x 0

y 0

Y 3

x gr 4

x 0

y 0

x 4 3
x y'

3. xO.

2x + y z 6
x +

4, x

y 4. 2

X + 3Y 9

1Storage Unit
,

.

A

showing the solution space.

5. x >.0

Y 2! 0

7x + 4y s 28

x; + 2y 4 Q.

6. x 0

y z
2x + 3y 4 12".*

x 2y 2

7. x a 0

foe'y 0

- 4x + y 4 12

x + 4y >

8. x 0

y 0

4x + y 2.12
x + 4y 4 8

Cost/Unit Storage Space

$3.00-

$8.00

;.sufficient storage space is available for 50dAinits (total) and

As,

$2406 is available to spend on the items. Graph the solution space, show-

ing: petmissible combination4 of,items*wflich may be purchased and stored

without exceeding total npace, and money restrictions.

1 Food Type
_Units- in
Mixture

*Ounces Or. -Ounces Of

f

wt / unit .1 Nutrients/unit
.-

3

5

. A mixture, IA to have at least 8 ounces of nutrients, and the total

weight is not to exceed 45 ounces. Graph the solution space., showing dip

postible combinations of.the two food tYpes

A

, '75 LI of ;!,:l.



Department
}Intim required 4,o
produco onP unit;

A II

1

Units of
A

Units of Hours
'available

5'

7 .

The table ehows that it takes one hour for deimrtment A tt produce

product.A, while it\takes department II two hours to make one unit of A.

The'table also shows the number of hours availablefor making products A

and P. -Graph the solutionispibe, showing all'perMissible combinations of

items which may be produced.-

12. Department
Hours '

available
4.

Hours requAred to
make one Unit

A '13

I 120 4 3

TI ho 1 /
ItI 175 7 5

Pr

Let x be the number of u its of produts A and y be the number of

units of products B. Gra* e solution space showing all permissilble com-
.

binations of items which may be produced.

I.

13.

1

Department.
Hours required to

make one unit
A

2 1

T1 1 1

1 III 1 3

If the hours available in I, II, and III are 12, 7, and"15 respectively.,

graph the solution space showing all permissible combinattons of items which,

may be produced.

14. Department

et#

--

Hours
available

Hours required to
produce one unit

A

120

40

4 3

1 .2

Each unit of A oontributes $3 to .overhead and profit wMile each unit
4

of B contributes $4. Graph thp solution space showing permissible combina-

tions that can be made in the available time.if total contribution to rer./

head, and prorit is to be at least $100:
4

C-45 71
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LINEAR PROGRAMMING.

Activity X

In applied mathematies, we are often interested in a number of ways'

of accomplishing a certain objective. For'examplei some combinations of

foods will provide a satisfactory diet, but some combinations ate.more

costly than others, and we are interested in finding'the minimum cost of

providing dielkry requirements. Again, there are many cotbinations of

products that a plant can manufacture, and we are interested,in the com-

binAion which yields a maximum profit.

The variablen in the real world are Called constraiats; that is,

whieh,4-An mostoases, the.

variables do not take on negative values..

Mon the problem is one of finding -the maximpm.(or.minimum) value of

a system of inequalities, when7the constraints and the objectives function

are linear, we have a problem.in linear Programming.

11 Example 1

Suppose that fin airline agrees to provide space on a upecialvtour to

Lower Slohobia, for at least 180 first-class and p20 tourist passengers.

It must use two or more of its type-X planes. Each type X plane has 30

first-class and 50 tourist seats. The type Y plane has 30 first-class.

seats and 70'tourist seats. .The flight cost is 0300 for tyPe X P],e.ne and

$1800 for each thoe Y plane. Total cost is tolpe a minimum. .Row, many of

each kind of plane should.be used?

Plane type
No. of seatqo
F rst class'

Tourist

, 30 80
'4

Let'x and y represent the number of-plane's of type X and of type

If 0 iepirs:nts the,total cost, then

C * 1200x 18003r.

The airline wants to. minimize C subject to the followthg constraintst
,

1)x > 2 (mqst.use 2 or more type X planes)

y 0 (canRot uno a negative of type Y.planos)

30x)4. 30y;* 180 (O of itrst el sn seatd)

40x 4 80y a 320 '(fil of)tourist soats)'



The solution space is shown in the figuie beldw.

0

A

(2,0) (6,0 (8,o)

The shaded region has the followim characteristics:

Where it is bounded,-the boundary is determined by straight lines. The

,points where boundary.lines intersect art called corner points.

The region in convex.

°tit

It can be shown that 1200x + 1800y has a minimum value aver the shaded

region. To mininitze this expression aver the region, evaluate it a't the three

corndr points.

At corner (2,4) 1200x + 1800y e 9,600

At corner (4,2) 1200x + 1800y . 8,400

At corner (8,0) 1200x + 1900y . 9,600

The minimum cost in this probiem is $8,400 and the airline should use

4 type X and 2 type Y planes,

T17-ZaT9010

Product

A

Number of
units made

Profit
per unit

Hours required per unIt
Dept. I 'Dept. II

(4 hrs. av.a11.) (6 hrs. avail.)

$1.00' 1 '1

$ .50 1 2

Determine the maximum profit that can be achieved. Keep in mind the

4 aria 6 hour Vine limitations IR Department I and Department II.
40.
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1 H
Pg, 195-201 Glaubiger, earl, et.

oughton Mifflin Company, 1965

e piofit achieved may be expressed ass P r x + ,5y

x + y 4 (x units of A and y unifs of B in Departmerkt, I.)

x 2y 4. 6 (x units of A and y units of B In Department II.)

x 0 (cannot produce a negative number of Items.)

y 2 0

The solution space is shown in the figure below.

Ws now check the coAers to see which yields the maximum profit P.

At corner (0,1). x +

At corner (2,2) x

At corner (4,0) 'x +
ow

.5)e- $3.50

.5Y mi $3,00

.5y . $4.00

'VP

The solution of the problem is to make 4 units of roduct A and 0 units of

product B. la

Exercimi:

P. 119-125 Boweff; Earl K, MathematIon, mith Applicatiens in Management

and Economics, Richara D.vIrwin, Inc.* Homewod,.Ill. 107.

Pg. 257-258 (7-16) Dolciani, Mary P,et. al, MOdern Sehool,Mathematice.,

Almhlaj. Houghton Miff* Company. 1

1., Modern S9hgol Ma0ematics,
GompanYi 1971. '

al,,11.24.ara..121011.110AAlmada:,

.

I

1 Pg. 216-29 ,Dolcianl., Mary P.,

AlfrObre. 11 Rnd TxIRODomptrI,Houghton

Chapter VT Kemeny', John ( ot. Al., Introduction to FIAitc*Mathematics,
Prentice-Hall \ no., Englewood C iffs, N.J. 1957.
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